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Nexus Notes 
      February 2013 

Friends, 

 Welcome to 2014.  January (as of 1/31/2014) greeted us with negative 3.43% return in the S&P 500 index, 

a negative 5.16% return in the Dow Industrials, and a negative 1.8% in the Nasdaq.  In my previous newsletter, I 

mentioned that you should expect a correction as it was overdue.  Although these January declines are not in 

“correction” territory, yet, they are a rude welcoming to 2014.  

 Looking for an excuse, Part I.  There are a few dynamics at play at the moment.  First, emerging market 

currencies have begun devaluing in the face of the U.S. Federal Reserve’s move to slow down its economic 

stimulus.  This in turn is signaling slower growth in emerging market economies which, in turn, may mean less 

growth for large U.S. multinational corporations.  Second, fears that China’s growth is slowing is also affecting 

emerging markets as their growth is closely tied to China’s economy.  Finally, investors may be selling to lock in 

gains and waited until now to do so to defer capital gains into 2014 instead of recognizing them in 2013. 

Looking for an excuse, Part II. Just as there are excuses to sell, there are excuses to buy.  Many investors 

were on the sidelines in 2013 and never committed cash because they did not want to buy after such stellar market 

gains.  This current pullback may have created an entry point for these investors to take advantage of discounted 

investment prices.  Will this be enough to restart the market’s advance?  We shall see.  One thing is sure, day-to-day 

movements in the market are news-worthy to traders.  As investors, they are simply interesting side notes when 

viewed in terms of multi-year investment horizons. 

I probably have mentioned to you that the investment advisory profession is one of the most regulated of 

professions.  However, at this time there are two different “standards of care” when dealing with clients.  Investment 

professionals designated as investment advisors (me) must make recommendations that are in the client’s best 

interest, as they are required to follow a fiduciary standard (under federal law).  Investment professionals designated 

as registered representatives must make recommendations that follow a suitability standard.  What’s the difference?  

Essentially, advice provided by registered representatives is considered incidental to the sale of financial products.  

They must make sure that the product they sell is suitable to the client based on the client’s investment objectives 

and financial situation.  The decisions and actions suggested by financial advisors can have long term consequences 

for the financial outcomes and decisions of the client. 

An example of this comes from a client I obtained a couple of years ago.  A relatively new physician, she 

moved to Texas and began a new position at a local hospital.  She had a 401(k) that she needed to rollover.  

Ordinarily, a rollover to an IRA would be a standard recommendation as there are some advantages over a 401(k).  

However, knowing that she did not already have a balance in a traditional IRA and knowing that proper retirement 

planning involves diversifying future retirement distributions among taxable and tax-free income streams, I 

suggested she roll her 401(k) into her new hospital’s 401(k) and begin “backdoor” Roth contributions for tax-

deferred growth and tax-free future income.  Moving her to an IRA would meet the suitability standard (assuming 

the investments matched her risk-tolerance and investment horizon), but suggesting she roll-over to the 401k with an 

eye to future retirement distribution strategies was in her best interest. 

 

*The S&P 500, Dow Industrials, and Nasdaq Composite are unmanaged indices.  Investors cannot invest directly in 

an index. 
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